Disclaimer

This Whitepaper is for Era Swap Network, Era Swap utility Token (“ES”) & Era
Swap Ecosystem (“ESE”). Its purpose is solely to provide prospective community
members with information about the ES project, and it is not an offer or
solicitation to buy or sell securities of any kind, or to invest in any financial
instruments. This Whitepaper is NOT a prospectus and should not be relied upon
to make any financial decisions. No person is bound to enter into any contract or
binding legal commitment in relation to ES’s services. The ownership of this
token gives the community member access to the Era Swap Ecosystem and its
decentralized Peer to Peer multiple utility platforms. The ES tokens are not
intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. Securities law protection is
not applicable to participants/stakers here because in ESN they can exercise
control over their funds and ES generating activity with their own efforts that will
determine their success whether or not the enterprise is successful.

Any agreements reached between the ES Promoter and prospective purchasers
regarding the ES utility are solely responsible for their own consent. The Era
Swap holders or purchaser should not assume presume profit on their stakings
or holding ES as ES value completely rely upon the market forces due to its
decentralized structure in a Peer-to-Peer Network, and is not dependent on the
Promoters/Developers efforts.

The content in the white paper is subject to be updated, changed and omitted as
per latest internal or external technology development and dynamic market
scenarios without any prior notice. ES platform will follow the best practice,

policies, and procedures intended to ensure legal and regulatory compliance in
all jurisdictions within which it operates. All ES members will be required to
comply with the Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and
Combating Financing of Terrorism (CFT) norms with respect to the global
standards. KMPARDS reserves the rights to upgrade, iterate, improvise the
platform in future and move or add additional blockchain as and when required
for the benefit of the community.

